Intractable Progressive Cerebral Infarction with Multiple Atypical Aneurysms in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
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We report a case of intractable progressive cerebral infarction with multiple fusiform aneurysms in a 34-year-old female patient with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), non-responsive to massive immunotherapy. The patient visited the emergency department with dysarthria and left-sided hemiparesis that occurred 2 days before. She was diagnosed with SLE involving the brain and received 12 cycles of cyclophosphamide 12 years prior. Brain diffusion-weighted imaging showed acute infarctions involving the pons and medulla. Additionally, multifocal microbleeding-like signals in various cisternal spaces were detected using susceptibility-weighted imaging. Digital subtraction angiography revealed multiple fusiform aneurysms. Despite antithrombotic treatment with triflusal and immunotherapies, including corticosteroids, mycophenolate mofetil, and immunoglobulins, for cerebral vasculitis associated infarction, her neurologic deficits worsened with recurrent cerebral infarction. Further investigation for accurate diagnosis and treatment is required.
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CASE

A 34-year-old female experienced left facial palsy, horizontal diplopia, and unstable gait 1 day before the hospital visit. The initial National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score was 6 (best gaze, 1; facial palsy, 1; right arm, 1; right leg, 1; left leg, 1; and dysarthria, 1). She was diagnosed with SLE 16 years prior and was currently treated with prednisolone (10 mg/day) and hydroxychloroquine (100 mg/day). Brain diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) revealed multiple acute infarctions in the medulla and pons (Fig. 1A). Brain susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) displayed multifocal low signals in the ambient, quadrigeminal, basal cistern, and anterior surfaces of the brainstem (Fig. 1B). Brain magnetic resonance angiography revealed multiple narrowing and aneurysmal lesions in both anterior and
posterior circulation arteries (Fig. 1C). Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) examination showed normal opening pressure (120 mmHg), colorless clear fluid, normal white (0/mm³) and red (1/mm³) blood cell counts with increased protein (98 mg/dL) and normal glucose (65 mg/dL) levels compared with serum glucose level (123 mg/dL). Laboratory findings revealed normal white blood cell count (9,300/mm³), normal platelet count (186,000/mm³), normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate (6 mm/hour), increased C-reactive protein

**FIG. 1.** Brain magnetic resonance imaging and angiogram of the patient. (A) Brain diffusion-weighted imaging at the first visit shows multiple acute infarctions in the medulla and pons. (B) Brain susceptibility-weighted imaging shows multifocal microbleed-like low signals (arrowheads) in basal and quadrigeminal cisterns. (C) Brain magnetic resonance angiography shows multiple narrowing and dilatation of intracranial arteries (arrowheads). (D) Digital subtraction angiography shows multiple fusiform aneurysms in intracranial arteries in both anterior and posterior circulation (arrowheads).
FIG. 2. Follow-up brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings of the patient. (A) Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) at second admission shows newly-developed infarction in the medulla, pons, and right basal ganglia. (B) On day 5 following the second admission, DWI after intravenous cyclophosphamide and high dose methylprednisolone administration shows newly developed acute infarction on both right and left medulla and basal ganglia and right midbrain. (C) Follow-up MRI after 1 year. Fluid attenuated inversion recovery imaging shows encephalomalacic changes in the medulla, right and left basal ganglia, and right corona radiata. (D) Computed tomographic angiography after 1 year shows improved intracranial stenosis and aneurysms.
(0.707 mg/dL), negative antiphospholipid antibodies, positive anti-dsDNA antibody (1:115), and decreased complement level (C3, 21 mg/dL; C4, 8 mg/dL), representing rather high disease activity. Based on imaging and laboratory findings, we diagnosed acute ischemic stroke due to SLE-associated vasculitis and prescribed triflusal (600 mg/day), mycophenolate mofetil (1 g/day), increased prednisolone dose (40 mg/day), and hydroxychloroquine (200 mg/day). Despite evidence of no bleeding in the CSF study, the microbleed-like signals on SWI and multiple aneurysms restricted to the high potency antithrombotics use. Digital subtraction angiography performed 3 days later showed more prominent multiple atypical fusiform aneurysms and stenotic lesions in the anterior and posterior circulation arteries (Fig. 1D). The patient was discharged 10 days after admission with improved neurological symptoms and an NIHSS score of 2 (facial palsy, 1; dysarthria, 1).

After 1 month, she manifested newly developed dysarthria and left hemiparesis. Her NIHSS score was 4 (facial palsy, 1; left arm, 1; left leg, 1; dysarthria, 1) at the second admission. DWI revealed acute infarctions in the right basal ganglia, right midbrain, and left medulla (Fig. 2A). Despite the increasing dose of methylprednisolone (625 mg/day), and intravenous cyclophosphamide (500 mg/day) and immunoglobulin (2 g/kg) administration, her neurologic deficits worsened to drowsiness, respiratory difficulty, and quadriplegia, resulting in an NIHSS score of 20 (facial palsy, 1; quadriplegia, 16; sensory, 2; dysarthria, 1). Follow-up DWI showed newly developed acute infarctions in both medulla, basal ganglia and right midbrain (Fig. 2B). Despite massive immunotherapies, her neurological symptoms stabilized without improvement.

At 1 year follow-up, neurologic symptoms, including quadripareis (MRC grade 2), dysphagia, and diplopia, remained. Brain DWI displayed no acute lesions; however, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery imaging showed encephalomalacic changes in the bilateral medulla and right basal ganglia (Fig. 2C). Although computed tomographic angiography can underestimate small arterial lesions, intracranial stenosis and aneurysms showed improvement compared to previous images (Fig. 2D).

**DISCUSSION**

This case involved a woman with SLE who presented with cerebral vasculitis, multiple intracranial fusiform aneurysms, and recurrent intractable ischemic strokes. Although we used known therapeutic algorithms for NPSLE, we could not stop the progression of the disease and severe neurologic sequelae in the patient.

The cerebral aneurysm incidence rate in SLE patients is relatively low. Nevertheless, SLE-associated cerebral aneurysms can grow rapidly and consequently rupture, entailing an increased mortality rate. Furthermore, cerebral aneurysms in SLE patients are mostly localized to the distal branches, forming fusiform and saccular aneurysms. Therefore, SLE-related cerebral aneurysms are difficult to treat. The aneurysm formation mechanism is still unclear, but transmural angiitis has been suggested using postmortem histopathological studies. In this case, cerebral vasculitis might have caused recurrent ischemic strokes and cerebral aneurysms. However, the treatment was challenging because of her hemorrhagic risk.

Cerebrovascular disease as a form of NPSLE has been reported, and no standard or therapeutic strategies have been established. The current recommendation classifies ischemic NPSLE into cerebral vasculitis and atherothrombotic infarction and suggests immunotherapy and antiplatelet or anticoagulation therapy, respectively. Given the autoimmune inflammatory mechanism of cerebral vasculitis, high-dose corticosteroids, cyclophosphamide, mycophenolate mofetil, immunoglobulins, and rituximab have been suggested. Rituximab was not used in this case due to the permanent neurologic damage risk; however, the other immunotherapies failed to reduce the disease activities. Unfortunately, a more potent antithrombotic therapy could not be used. The main limitation in the antithrombotic therapy selection was the co-existence of multiple ischemic strokes, microbleed-like signals, and multiple fusiform aneurysms. The risk of intracranial hemorrhage prevented the use of more potent antithrombotics, such as heparin, low-molecular-weight heparin, and dual antiplatelets. However, reconsidering the CSF examination findings, which revealed no hemorrhage incidence, the bleeding risk due to microbleed-like signals in the cisterns was low. The low
signals, which disappeared after 1 year, might represent venous vasculitis.

Previous studies on stroke in SLE have used the arbitrary and composite stroke classification system: any stroke, ischemic stroke, and intracerebral hemorrhage. However, SLE-associated stroke may have a different mechanism from conventional risk factor-related stroke, and more detailed diagnosis and treatment are needed. Moreover, future randomized clinical trials using antithrombotics and combined immune therapy are essential for establishing standard treatment guidelines.
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